TPR SHOWER PAN INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

PLEASE REVIEW ENTIRE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH THE INSTALLATION.

PRELIMINARY STEPS:
Deliver unit to jobsite immediately after dwelling has been sheeted.

Stock the unit into or next to the bathroom.

Verify that plumbing pipes and valves have been installed in framing wall.

INSTALL SHOWER UNIT AS FOLLOWS:
1. Measure framed Pocket Opening. Pocket size needs to be the width of the unit + ¼", -0". Check rear and side wall framing for plumb. Check floor for level. Verify 8” opening around drain and proper location of drain pipe. Request the appropriate trade contractor adjust walls if necessary, before proceeding.

2. Prepare 2 gallons of mortar or casting plaster and place in mounds approximately as shown below. This mixture is put in place just prior to placing the shower pan into the framed pocket.

3. Set pan in place taking care to line up drain with drain pipe. Drain assembly is pre-installed at the factory.

4. Seat the shower pan into the casting plaster. Level the top of the side and rear flanges and attach with 1 screw at each stud. Place screw 1” down from the top of the flange.
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5. Place 2”x4” in shower pan as shown in image below and brace with 2”x4” from the ceiling.

6. Using a level check the slope of the floor and level of the threshold.

7. Follow up in 24 hours to remove the vertical braces.

8. ALL UNITS ARE TO BE WATER TESTED AT TIME OF INSTALL FOR PROPER DRAINAGE.